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Bridge/Introduction
1. Enhancing the student experience is impacted by the budget bottom
line.
2. We need to be creative in finding programming dollars.
Objective
1. Secure funding – both internally and externally
2. Build Partnerships
Perspective
1. Internal
2. External

From an external funding perspective
Student engagement builds the heart connection between our
students and our institution. Today’s decreasing funding envelopes
lead to decreased student engagement opportunities which ultimately
can lead to alumni apathy and their decreased willingness to give
back.

From an internal funding perspective
When budgets are in decline, many institutions have the
tendency to pull funding back to “core” services. We need
to make sure that student engagement services are on the
list of “core” services, we can’t afford to not engage our
students in a meaningful way. By collaborating we can find
resources and raise the profile of our programs.

Shared Concepts for Funding
1. Partnerships
2. Shared promotion and recognition
3. Identify your core services vs possible expansion services

Core Concepts of External Funding
1. Address the overlap between the internal community
and the external community. What is the community
interaction? What is the community impact.
a. How it supported goals/objectives of sponsor
b. How it supported goals/objectives of student
engagement
2. Maintain core programming with institutional funding

Key Concepts of Internal Funding
1. Identify units with similar goals, or share common
values to help find resources.
2. Program creation vs. ongoing funding
a. Different funding streams?
b. Cash vs. “In kind”

Open Ended Questions – External funding
1. What are the social impacts or concepts a funder will
fund? And how do you re-package to create a hard
connection between institution and funder?
2. Funding timelines are fluid and do not always match
with institutional funding timelines. What does a
readiness strategy look like?

Open Ended Questions – Internal Funding
1. What overarching goals exist at your institution? (i.e.
Strategic Goals, Learning Outcomes, Initiatives, etc.)
What other areas or programs have a similar mission or
mandate?
2. How can you structure your program to be responsive
to opportunities?

Some Examples of External Funding Opportunities
1. Community initiatives that draw students into activities that help
the community members in various ways. These may include Super
Science initiatives with Biology and Physics targeting low-income/at
risk elementary/middle schools. The win for the grantors is that this
would fulfill their social responsibility/society improvement mandate.
2. Sports sponsorships, eg having a business 'own' a team, or a larger
corporate sponsor an entire program such as the Athletics Hall of Fame
(or some such name that indicates a overall sponsorship). The win for
the sponsors would be media recognition on an on-going high level.
3. A student-related, and/or social cause: I.E. students with disabilities

Examples of Internally Funded Opportunities
Student Club/Organization Support: We all have diﬀerent student clubs and organization
recognition and funding models. Some are institutional funded and supported, while others are
Student Union based.
Student Development Opportunities/Programs: Ranging from leadership programs to
workshops, mentorship, CSL and others, there are no shortage of ways to engage students.
New Student Orientation Programming: Our first opportunity to engage our students as
students on campus. Is there room in the program to allow others to accomplish their goals as
well?
Student Recognition Programs: As student recognition events and programs become more
prevalent, who else would like to recognize their students?
Experiential Learning Programming: We all want to engage students, faculties need practicums,
work experiences and placements; is there a natural partnership?
I was also struck by the sad reality, that often times our own departments are in a resource
struggle with each other. So the scenario becomes one of reducing silos and increasing
communications, even within our own units. How can we move to a model of collaboration and
collective success?

